Streamlining the Flow of Documents
and Data Across Life Sciences Teams
LifeSphere EasyDocs is a cloud platform that gives R&D teams one central location for managing documents
and data, delivering efficiency, compliance, and enhanced collaboration across drug development workflows.

Bringing Efficiency to R&D Workflows
LifeSphere EasyDocs delivers industry-leading enterprise document and
data management, purpose-built for life sciences organizations with
configurable business processes spanning regulatory document authoring
(collaborative and structured), dossier management (eCTD), eTMF, site
initiation packages, and more. With LifeSphere EasyDocs, you can quickly
configure cross-functional workflows and manage documents within a
single searchable cloud repository, increasing productivity and efficiency

Seamless Collaboration
Between Teams
With cloud architecture that
unifies all departments in a single
document management
platform, LifeSphere EasyDocs
makes collaboration between
teams a seamless experience.
Documents can be shared across

Harmonized Data. Assured Compliance.

departments without worry over
duplicates or version issues, while

LifeSphere EasyDocs allows R&D teams to work from a common set of
documents that are always up to date with the most recent changes,
reducing data integrity issues and freeing up time for your teams to focus
on what matters most. Native automation for key authoring, review and
approval activities also reduces human error, giving you added confidence
in the quality of your content.

LifeSphere EasyDocs
Unified documents and data.
Cross-functional ease.

out-of-the-box collaboration tools
enable easy group document
authoring and review

Features

About ArisGlobal

Streamlined Content Creation

Available Anywhere

Authoring and collaboration tools are
included out-of-the-box, or you can easily
connect your existing applications like
Microsoft Office Online to author and
comment throughout document
authoring and review.

Cloud-based and easy to access via web
browser. Optimized for mobile for document
access on-the-go.

Simple to Learn
Designed to be easy and intuitive to use,
with an interface designed for users of all
skill levels.

Fast, Powerful Search
As easy and quick to use as Google, our
global search returns your related
documents and date records ranked by
relevance. Eliminate all the wasted effort
spent frantically searching for content
and assets.

Full Compliance
With full audit trails and 21 CFR Part 11
compliant eSignatures, LifeSphere
EasyDocs is a turn-key solution ready for
Life Sciences companies of all sizes.

Secured Content
User-, role-, and group-based security rules
ensure consistent, reliable security across
organizations of any size or outsourcing
model.

Flexible Renditions
Watermarks, headers and footers, combined
with the ability to configure multiple
rendition options per document type,
provide limitless options to meet all your
business needs.

Easy integration

ArisGlobal transforms the way today’s
most successful life sciences companies
develop breakthroughs and bring new
products to market. Our end-to-end drug
development technology platform,
LifeSphere®, integrates our proprietary
Nava® cognitive computing engine to
automate all core functions of the drug
development lifecycle. Designed with
deep expertise and a long-term
perspective that spans more than 30
years, LifeSphere® is a unified platform
that boosts efficiency, ensures
compliance, delivers actionable insights,
and lowers total cost of ownership
through multi-tenant SaaS architecture.
Headquartered in the United States,
ArisGlobal has regional offices in Europe,
India, Japan and China.

Connects with existing systems via open
architecture, leveraging API connectors and web
services.

Worry-Free Implementation
Fast, knowledgeable teams adhere to industry
best practices to get your teams up and running
quickly.
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